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ABSTRACT. This paper concerns a construction of J. J ak6bowski [7] of Minkowski 
planes over half-ordered fields. A more group theoretic definition of such planes is 
given. Isomorphisms between and automorphisms of these Minkowski planes are 
determined. 
1. Introduction and notation 
A Minkowski plane M = (P, JC, {II+, II-}) consists of a set of points P, a set of 
at least two circles JC ( considered as subsets of P) and two equivalence relations II+ 
and II- on P (parallelisms) such that three mutually non-parallel points ( that is, 
neither (+)-parallel nor (-)-parallel) can be joined by a unique circle, such that the 
circles which touch a fixed circle l{ at p E l{ partition P \ IPI ( where IPI = IPI+ U IPl-
denotes the union of the two parallel classes of p ), such that each parallel class meets 
each circle in a unique point (parallel projection), such that each (+)-parallel class 
and each (-)-parallel class intersect in a unique point, and such that there is a circle 
that contains at least three points ( compare [2], [4], [9] or [10]). 
Associated with every point p of M there is an incidence structure, called the 
derived affine plane or residual plane Ap = ( Ap, .Cp) at p, whose point set Ap consists 
of all points of M that are not parallel to p and whose set of lines .Cp consists of 
all restrictions to Ap of circles of M passing through p and of all parallel classes 
not passing through p. In fact, M is a Minkowski plane if and only if all incidence 
structures Ap are affine planes. 
The Miquelian Minkowski plane over a field IF is obtained as the geometry of 
non-trivial plane sections of a ruled quadric in 3-dimensional projective space over 
IF. Another description of this model is as follows. The point set is IF x IF, where 
IF = IF U { oo} and oo is an element not contained in IF. Two points ( x, y) and ( x', y') 
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are ( + )- or (-)-parallel if and only if x = x' or y = y' respectively. Each circle is 
the graph of a fractional linear map x H ~;:~. This generalizes to the foll0vving 
description of an arbitrary Minkowski plane M. The point set of M is IF x IF, where 
IF= !FU { oo} and IF is a coordinatizing ternary field of a derived affine plane, parallel 
classes are of the form { x0 } x IF and IF x {y0 } for xo, Yo E IF. Each circle I{ of M 
can be described by a function f K : IF----+ IF as 
I<= {(x, JK(x))I x E IF}. 
The axiom of parallel projection shows that each function fK is a permutation of 
IF. The axiom of joining implies that the collection of all those permutations f K 
is a sharply 3-transitive set of permutations of IF. Conversely, each such incidence 
structure constructed from a sharply 3-transitive set of permutations of IF is equiv-
alent to a more general hyperbola structure or (B*)-geometry, that is, all axioms of 
a Minkowski plane are satisfied except the axiom of touching. 
A half- ( or pseudo-) ordered field IF is a field with a multiplicative subgroup JP> 
of index two. In particular, JP> contains all non-zero squares of IF so that a finite 
half-ordered field cannot have characteristic two. Elements of JP> and of the other 
coset of non-zero elements are called positive and negative respectively. Vi/e write 
x > 0 for x E JP> and x < 0, if x is negative. 
We generalize the notion of order-preserving, order-reversing and monotonic per-
mutations of a half-ordered field IF to permutations of IF. To that end, let 
(x1 - x2)(x2 - x3)(x3 - x1), if x1,x2,x3 :f. oo 
X3 - Xz, if X1 = 00 
c:(x1,x2,x3) = 
if Xz = 00 
if X3 = 00 
for mutually disctinct x 1 , x2 , X3 E IF. A permutation f of IF is called order-preserving 
or order-reversing if and only if c:(f(x1),f(x2),f(x3)) · c:(x1,x2,x3)-1 > 0 or 
c:(f(x1),J(x2),f(x3)) · c:(x1,x2,x3)-1 < 0, respectively, for all mutually disctinct 
x1, x2, X3 E IF. We call f monotonic if f is order-preserving or order-reversing. 
When x 3 = oo and f fixes that point one obtains the familiar definition of an 
order-preserving or order-reversing permutation of IF; cf. [6]. In the respective cases 
(f(x) - f(y))(x -y)-1 > 0 or (f(x) - f(y))(x -y)-1 < 0 for all distinct x,y E IF. 
We define rr+ (IF) and rr-(IF) to be the collection of all order-preserving and all 
order-reversing permutations of IF respectively. Finally let II(IF) = rr+ (IF) U rr-(IF) 
be the collection of all monotonic pe~mutations of IF. 
One readily verifies that II(IF) and rr+(IF) are groups with respect to composition 
of permutations .. rr+(IF) is a normal subgroup of II(IF) of index 2, and rr-(IF) is the 
other coset of rr+ (IF) in II(IF). 
In this note we investigate a family of Minkowski planes over half-ordered fields. 
These planes were first constructed by J. Jak6bowski in a slightly different form. 
Those planes over the real numbers Iii have been studied in [12]. We determine all 
isomorphisms between and automorphisms of these Minkowski planes. 
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2. The Minkowski planes M (IF; f, g) 
We denote the projective linear group over the field IF by PGL(2,IF), that is, 
the quotient group formed by the general linear group GL(2,IF) of invertible 2 x 2 
matrices with entries in IF modulo the non-zero scalar matrices. Each element of 
. (a b) (a b) PGL(2, IF) can be represented by a 2 x 2 matnx e d such that det e d = 
ad - be =/:- 0. This matrix operates on the set of 1-dimensional subspaces of IF2 like 
the fractional linear map x I--), ~:$~ on IF = IF U { oo }. We define PGL +(2, IF) = 
rr+(IF) n PGL(2, IF); this is a normal subgroup of index 2 in PGL(2, IF). Simi-
larly, let PGL-(2, IF) = rr-(IF) n PGL(2, IF). An easy calculation shows that a 
permutation 1 : x I--), ~:$~ belongs to PGL +(2, IF) or PGL-(2, IF) if and only if 
ad- be > 0 and ad- be < 0 respectively. (In the generic case c('Y( xi), 1( x2), 1( x 3)) = 
(cxi+d)2~:;;;~~:(cxa+d)2c(x1,x2,x3).) Note that if one chooses a different represent-
ing matrix the determinant multiplies by a square in IF which is positive; hence the 
above condition is independent of the representing matrix. It is well known that 
PGL(2, IF) is a sharply 3-transitive permutation group of IF. 
Let Aut(IF) be the collection of all automorphisms of the field IF and let 
PrL(2, IF) = PGL(2, IF)Aut(JF) 
be the collection of all semi-linear fractional permutations of IF. Moreover, Aut+(JF) 
denotes the order-preserving automorphisms and PrL±(2, IF) denotes the order-
preserving and order-reversing transformations respectively, that is, 
Note that, in general, not every automorphism of a field is order-preserving although 
squares are mapped to squares. (E.g., the automorphism x + yv'2, = x - y/2, 
x, y E Q, of Q( v'2) ~ IR is not order-preserving with respect to the Euclidean 
ordering.) 
2.1 The incidence structures M(IF; f,g). 
Let f, g E rr+(IF). We define 
FJ,g = PGL +(2, IF) U g-1PGL -(2, JF)f ~ II(IF). 
M(IF; f, g) is the following incidence structure. The point set of M(IF; f, g) is IF x IF, 
parallel classes are of the form { x0 } x IF and IF x {y0 } for x 0 , y0 E IF. The set of 
circles JC f,g of M (IF; f, g) is the collection of all graphs of permutations in FJ,g, that 
is, circles are of the form 
K 1 = {(x, 1(x))I x E IF} 
for 1 E PGL +(2, IF) U g-1 PGL-(2, IF)f. We call PGL +(2, IF) and g-1 PGL-(2, JF)f 
the components of FJ,g· We also call the collection of all circles whose describing 
permutations are in one component of FJ,g a component of the circle set JC f,g. (For 
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lF = IR, PGL +(2, JF) = PSL(2,IR) is the connected component of the identity of the 
topological group PGL(2,IR) and K-J,g has two connected components.) 
Note that the Miquelian Minkowski plane over lF occurs for f = g = id (but not 
only for these permutations). Furthermore, every incidence structure M ( lF; f, g) 
shares one component with the Miquelian plane and the other component can be 
transformed into a component of the Miquelian Minkowski plane in a simple way. 
Therefore many calculations can be done in the corresponding Miquelian plane. 
2.2 Remark. Substituting f and g by 8f and 8'g respectively for two permuta-
tions 8, 8' E PGL +(2, lF)a with a E Aut+(JF), does not alter the circle set, that is, 
M(lF;f,g) = M(lF;8f,8'g). Since PGL+(2,lF) is still 2-transitive and because the 
stabilizer PGL +(2, JF) 00 , 0 of oo and O is transitive on JP, we may assume, if necessary, 
that f and g both fix oo, 0 and 1. We denote the stabilizers of oo, 0 and 1 in II(IF) 
and rr±(IF) by II00 ,o,1(1F) and II~,0 ,1(1F) respectively. 
In order to prove that M(lF; f,g) is a hyperbola structure we need a well-known 
lemma that allows us to recognize order-preserving permutations among monotonic 
permutations of IF by the number of their fixed points. 
2.3 Lemma. Suppose that ¢> E II(IF) fixes at least three points. Then </> is order-
preservmg. 
Proof. Suppose that ¢> fixes three mutually distinct points x1, x2, X3 E IF. Then 
e(ef>(xi),ef>(x 2),ef>(x 3)) = 1 > O. So J.. must be order-preserving. D 
e(x1,x2,xa) ' '// 
2.4 Corollary. For f,g E rr+(IF) the collection FJ,g is a sharply 3-transitive set of 
permutations of IF. Equivalently, M(lF; f, g) is a hyperbola structure. 
Proof. Let Xi, Yi E lF, i = 1, 2, 3, such that the xi's and also the yi's are mutually 
distinct. By the 3-transitivity of PGL(2, JF) on IF we find a, a' E PGL(2, lF) with 
a(xi) = Yi and a'(f(xi)) = g(yi) for i = 1,2,3. Since a-1g-1a'f E II(IF) fixes the 
three points x1 , x2 , x 3 , this map must be order-preserving by Lemma 2.3. Hence a 
and g- 1a' fare either both order-preserving or both order-reversing. Since f and g 
are order-preserving, the orientations of g-1a1 f and a' agree. Hence, a and a' are 
either both in PGL +(2, JF) or both in PGL-(2, JF). This shows that there is precisely 
one element in PGL+(2,lF) U g-1PGL-(2,IF)f that maps Xi to Yi for i = 1,2,3 -
namely, a, if it is in PGL+(2,lF), or g-1a'f, if a E PGL-(2,IF). D 
2.5 Lemma. If two circles K, and I{_s, ,, 8 E PGL(2, lF), of the Miquelian Minlwws-
ld plane over lF touch each other, then ,-15 E PGL+(2, lF). 
Proof. K, and Ks touch each other if and only if 1 = 8 or a= ,-15 has precisely one 
fixed point. Let a = (: ~) E PGL(2, JF) have precisely one fixed point. Then 
(: ~) has precisely one eigenvalue in lF. Hence the characteristic polynomial 
X 2 -( a+d)X + (ad-be) of this matrix has a double root. When lF has characteristic 
=f. 2, this occurs if and only if the discriminant (a+ d)2 - 4( ad - be) equals 0. Thus 
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det(er) =ad-be= (a!d)2 > 0 and er E PGL+(2,IF). When IF has characteristic 2, 
then a+ d = 0 and ad - be must be a square of IF. In particular, det(er) > 0. D 
2.6 Corollary. For every circle J{'Y, 1 E :FJ,g, f, g E rr+(IF), and any two non-
parallel points zo, z1 such that zo E J{'Y there is precisely one circle !{~, 1 1 in the 
same component of 1 , through z0 , z1 that touches J{ 'Y at z0 . 
Proof. We consider the two cases I E PGL +(2, IF) and I E g-1 PGL-(2, IF)f. In the 
former case there is precisely one circle I(~ in the Miquelian plane through z0 , z1 
that touches K, at z0 • By Lemma 2.5 we have,' E PGL+(2,IF) ~ :Ff,g· In the 
latter case let 1 = g-1er.f with er E PGL-(2,IF). Let z~ be the points (.f(xi),g(yi)) 
for i = 0, 1 where Zi = (xi, Yi), In the Miquelian plane we find precisely one circle 
!{~ through zb,zi that touches J{u at zb. By Lemma 2.5 we have er' E PGL-(2,IF). 
Hence, 1 1 = g-1 er' .f E g-1 PGL-(2, IF).f) ~ :FJ,g· Furthermore, I(~ passes through 
zo, z1 and touches J{ 'Y at zo. D 
We say that two permutations .f, g E rr+(IF) have the fixed point property (FP) if 
and only if 
(FP) 
where Fix( 1 ) is the collection of all points fixed by 1 . 
. 2. 7 Theorem. M(IF; f, g ), .f, g E rr+(IF), is a Minkowski plane if and only if .f and 
g have the fixed point property (FP ). 
Proof. By Corollary 2.4 the incidence structure M (IF; f, g) is a hyperbola structure. 
To verify that M(IF; f, g) is a Minkowski plane we only have to verify the axiom 
of touching. Given a circle J{'Y, 1 E FJ,g, we know from Corollary 2.6 that there 
is precisely one circle I(~ through ( x1, yi) that touches J{ 'Y at ( x 0 , y0 ) such that ,' 
is in the same component as ,. If I E PGL +(2, IF) then ,' E PGL +(2, IF) too and 
1 1 can uniquely be found in the Miquelian Minkowski plane over IF. Similarly, if 
I E g-1 PGL-(2, IF).f, i.e. 1 = g-1 er .f for er E PGL-(2, IF), then er' E PGL-(2, IF) 
can be uniquely found in the Miquelian Minkowski plane over IF as the describing 
permutation of the circle through (.f(x1),g(y1)) that touches J{u at (.f(x 0 ),g(y0 )). 
Then,'= g- 1 er'.f describes the circle through (x1,y1) that touches J{'Y at (xo,Yo). 
Now suppose that there is a touching circle described by,' in the other compo-
nent of the circle set. Then ,-1,' or ( ,')-1, is in PGL + (2, IF)g-1 PGL-(2, IF).f and 
has precisely one fixed point. Assuming (FP) this is not possible. This shows that 
there is a unique circle through ( x1, Y1) that touches J{ 'Y at ( x 0 , y0 ). D 
2.8 Remark. 
(1) Any two order-preserving permutations of JR with respect to the Euclidean 
order, that is, any two orientation preserving homeomorphisms of JR, have 
the fixed-point property (FP); cf. [12, Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.6]. 
(2) Similarly, any two order-preserving permutations of a finite field of odd 
order have the fixed-point property (FP); cf. [6, Proposition 2.2]. This 
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follows from the fact that a finite hyperbola structure is already a Minkowski 
plane, if circles and parallel classes contain the same number of points. 
(3) A special case of (FP) is condition (3) in [6, Theorem 1]. Suppose that f 
and g both fix oo. If we let a, b, c, d E IF such that a > 0 > c, then the 
permutations a(x) = a-1(x - b) and (3(x) =ex+ d belong to PGL+(2,IF) 
and PGL-(2, IF) respectively. Furthermore, a and (3 both fix oo. Hence 
1 = ag-1 (3 f fixes oo. Therefore, 1 must have a fixed point in IF, that is, there 
is an x E IF such that (3f(x) = ga-1(x). Thus g(ax + b) - cf(x) = d. Since 
we can choose d arbitrarily, this shows that the map x f--t g( ax + b) - cf ( x) 
must be surjective. However, this also follows from the fact that the residual 
plane at (oo,oo) is isomorphic to the affine plane CJ,g constructed in [6]. 
2.9 Theorem. M(IF; f, g), f, g E n+(iF) satisfying (FP), is Miquelian if and only 
if f, g E PGL+(2, IF)a with the same a E Aut+(IF). 
Proof. If f,g E PGL+(2,IF)a with a E Aut+(IF), then M(IF;f,g) = M(IF;id,id) by 
Remark 2.2. Conversely, suppose that M(IF; f, g) is Miquelian. Then the residual 
plane at ( oo, oo) is Desarguesian. According to Remark 2.2 we can assume that 
f, g E rrt O 1 (iF). The dualisation of [13, Theorem 3.9] yields f = g E Aut+(IF). D 
' ' 
3. Isomorphisms between the planes M(IF; f, g) 
An isomorphism between Minkowski planes is a bijection of the point sets that 
maps circles onto circles. In this section we investigate isomorphisms between 
Minkowski planes of the form M(IF; f, g) where we always make the assumption 
that f, g E n+(iF) and that f and g satisfy the fixed point property (FP). There 
are four fundamental types of isomorphisms between such Minkowski planes. 
3.1. Isomorphisms induced by linear fractional maps: 
(x,y) f-+ (a(x),(3(y)) 
where a, (3 E PGL +(2, IF). A circle Kr, r E FJ,g, is mapped to K13rn-1. This map 
yields an isomorphism from M(IF;f,g) to M(IF;fa- 1 ,g(3-1 ). 
3.2. Isomorphisms induced by isomorphisms from a half-ordered field IF to a half-
ordered field E: 
(x, y) f-+ (rp(x), rp(y)) 
where rp is an order-preserving isomo.rphism from IF to K A circle IC-, r E FJ,g, is 
mapped to I(pr4>-1. This map yields an isomorphism from M(IF; f, g) to the plane 
M(E; rpfrp-1, rpgrp-1 ). 
3.3. An isomorphism that interchanges the components of the circle sets: 
(x,y) f--t (f(x),g(y)). 
A circle Kr, r E FJ,g, is mapped to KgrJ-1. This map yields an isomorphism from 
M(IF;f,g) to M(IF;J-1 ,g-1 ). 
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3.4. An isomorphism that interchanges ( + )- and (-)-parallel classes: 
(x,y) 1-+ (y,x). 
A circle Kr, T E FJ,g, is mapped to Kr-1. This map yields an isomorphism from 
M(IF; f, g) to M(IF; g, !). 
3.5 Lemma. M(IF; f, g) is Miquelian if and only if at least one residual pla.ne is 
Desarguesian. 
Proof. Using an isomorphism from M(IF;J,g) to M(IF;J',g') (where f' = a'Ja-1 , 
g' = {3 1 g (3-1 for suitable a, a', (3, (3' E PGL + (2, IF), so that f', g' E II00 ,o,i(iF), see 
Remark 2.2) of type 3.1, if necessary, one can assume that the residual plane of 
M(IF; f', g') at ( oo, oo) is Desarguesian. As in the proof of Theorem 2.9 we see that 
f' = g1 E Aut+(IF). Hence M(IF; f', g') is Miquelian. Therefore M(IF; f, g) is also 
Miquelian. D 
3.6 Theorem. Let I be an isomorphism from M(IF;f,g) to M(IE;J',g'). If IF ,j. 
G F(9), the Galois field of order nine, and if M(IF; f, g) is non-Miquelian, then I is 
a composition of isomorphisms of types 3.1 to 3.4. 
Proof. Using an isomorphism of M(IF; f, g) of type 3.4, if necessary, one can assume 
that (+)-parallel classes are mapped to (+)-parallel classes and (-)-parallel classes 
are mapped to (-)-parallel classes. Using an isomorphism of M(IF; f, g) of type 3.3, 
if necessary, one can further assume that the circle !{id is mapped to a circle de-
scribed by an order-preserving permutation. Applying an isomorphism of type 3.1, 
if necessary, we then can ensure that the points ( oo, oo), ( 0, 0), ( 1, 1) in M (IF; f, g) 
are mapped to the points ( oo, oo ), (0, 0), (1, 1) in M(IE; f', g'). 
We now consider the residual planes at ( oo, oo ). 1 induces an isomorphism be-
tween the projective extensions of these planes. Furthermore, points of the frame 
u, v, (0, 0), (1, 1) in one plane where u and v denote the infinite points of ( + )-
and (-)-parallel classes, respectively, are mapped to the corresponding points in the 
other plane. According to the dualisation of [13, Prop. 2.6], this isomorphism is 
induced by an order-preserving isomorphism from IF to IE unless IF'.'.::::'. GF(9) or the 
residual plane is Desarguesian. This isomorphism of projective planes extends to an 
isomorphism of Minkowski planes of the the form 3.2. By Lemma 3.5 no residual 
plane is Desarguesian unless M(IF; J, g) is Miquelian. D 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 3.6 and the form of the fundamental 
isomorphisms 3.1 to 3.4 is the following. 
3.7 Corollary. Assume that IF ,j. GF(9) and that M(IF;f,g) is non-Miquelian. 
An isomorphism from M(IF; f, g) to M(IE; f', g') maps each component of the circle 
set of M (IF; f, g) to a component of the circle set of M (IE; f' , g'). 
3.8 Remark. 
(1) If M(IF; J, g) and M(IE; f', g') are Miquelian, an isomorphism between the 
two planes still is a composition of isomorphisms of types 3.1 to 3.4 where, 
i-· 
I 
! 
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however, 3.2 is defined for an arbitrary isomorphism from IF to IE (not nec-
essarily order-preserving). 
(2) Miquelian Minkowski planes can be isomorphic even when the correspond-
ing fields are not order-isomorphic. For example, consider the field IF = 
Q( ,/2) ~ ~ with the Euclidean ordering and the proper half-ordering de-
fined by x + y,,/2 E IP if and only if its norm x 2 - 2y2 is positive in the 
Euclidean ordering of Q. Then M(IF; id, id) is the Miquelian Minkowski 
plane over IF irrespective of the chosen half-ordering. However, IF ·with the 
Euclidean ordering and IF with the proper half-ordering defined above are 
not isomorphic as half-ordered fields. 
(3) There are precisely two Minkowski planes of order 9; see [11, Theorem C). 
One is the Miquelian plane over the Galois field GF(9) and the other is the 
Minkowski plane over the Dickson near-field of type {3,2}; see also [5) for 
the latter plane. The non-Miquelian plane is isomorphic to M(GF(9); c/>, id) 
where cp is the Frobenius automorphism x 1-+ x 3 of GF(9). 
(4) Every known finite Minkowski plane of odd order is isomorphic to a plane 
M(IF; c/>, id) for some automorphism c/> of IF. 
4. Automorphisms of M(IF; f, g) 
4.1. The collection r = Aut(M) of all automorphisms of M (i.e. isomorphisms 
of M onto itself) is a group with respect to composition. Let r f,g denote the 
automorphism group of M(IF; f, g ), f, g E rr+(iif) satisfying (FP). An automorphism 
I E rf,g has the form (x,y) 1-+ (a(x),f3(y)) or the form (x,y) 1-+ (a(y),f3(x)) for 
two permutations a, (3 of iF depending on whether I maps (+)-parallel classes to 
(+)-parallel classes and (-)-parallel classes to (-)-parallel classes or exchanges ( + )-
and (-)-parallel classes. In the former case, 1 maps a circle I{ r, r E FJ,g, to J( f3rn-1. 
In the latter case, Kr, r E FJ,g, is taken to K13r-1a-1. 
We assume that the Minkowski plane M (IF; f, g) is not Miquelian and that IF 
is not the field of order nine. Since the circle set has two components (name-
ly, all graphs of permutations in PGL +(2, IF) and all graphs of permutations in 
g- 1 PGL-(2, IF)!), 1 can either fix both components or interchange these compo-
nents; see Corollary 3. 7. In summary we obtain four possible cases: 
(1) (x,y) 1-+ (a(x),f3(y)) is an automorphism of M(IF;f,g) that preserves(+)-
and (-)-parallel classes and fixes each of the two components of the circle 
set if and only if 
(JPGL +(2, IF)a- 1 ~PGL +(2, IF) and 
·g,Bg-1PGL-(2, IF)(faf- 1 )-1 ~PGL-(2, IF); 
(2) (x,y) 1-+ (a(x),f3(y)) is an automorphism of M(IF;f,g) that preserves(+)-
and (-)-parallel classes and exchanges the two components of the circle set 
if and only if 
g(JPGL +(2, IF)(fa)-1 ~PGL-(2, IF) and 
f3g- 1PGL-(2, IF)( af-1 )-1 ~PGL +(2, IF); 
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(3) (x,y) r+ (a(y),/3(x)) is an automorphism of M(IF;f,g) that exchanges(+)-
and (-)-parallel classes and leaves each component of the circle set invariant 
if and only if 
/3PGL +(2, IF)a- 1 ~PGL +(2, IF) and 
gf3f-1 PGL -(2, IF)(f ag-1 )-1 ~PGL -(2, IF); 
(Note that PGL +(2, IF)-1 = PGL +(2, IF) and PGL-(2, IF)- 1 = PGL -(2, IF).) 
(4) (x,y) r+ (a(y),/3(x)) is an automorphism of M(IF;f,g) that exchanges the 
two components of the circle set and also exchanges ( + )- and (-)-parallel 
classes if and only if 
gf3PGL +(2, IF)(f a)-1 ~PGL -(2, IF) and 
/3 f- 1 PGL-(2, IF)( ag-1 )-1 ~PGL +(2, IF). 
The following Lemma shows that these conditions severely restrict the possible 
forms of a and /3. 
4.2 Lemma. Let Lf (IF) = { x r+ rx + t I t E IF, r E IP'} :S PGL+(2, IF). We 
assume that cpLf (IF)'ljJ-1 ~ PGL+(2, IF) for two permutations ¢>, 'ljJ of iF. Then 
¢>, 'ljJ E PGL(2, IF)a for some a E Aut+(IF). (The same automorphism a for both 
permutations.) 
Proof. Replacing cp and 'ljJ by o-cp and T'lp, respectively, for two suitable permutations 
o-, T E PGL(2, IF), we may assume that cp and 'ljJ both fix oo, 1 and 0. We consider 
the subgroup { x r+ x + t I t E IF} :S Lt (IF). For each t E IF there then exist 
at, bt, Ct, dt E IF, atdt - btCt -=I= 0, such that 
cp(x + t) = at'ljJ(x) + bt 
Ct'lp(X) + dt 
for all x E iF. Evaluating both sides at x = oo and x = 0 gives us Ct = 0 and i = cp(t). Fort= 0 we then obtain cp(x) = ?'ljJ(x). Evaluating at x = 1 yields 
¥o- = 1 and thus cp = 'ljJ. Let Cl't = Ti". Then 
cp(x + t) = Cl'tq>(x) + cp(t) 
for all x, t E IF. Since the left-hand side is symmetrical in x and t, we find that 
Cl't = ,¢>(t) + 1 
for some constant I E IF. Since Cl't -=I= 0 for all t E IF, we must have 1 = 0. (Otherwise 
to = cp- 1 ( - ~) is defined and Cl't 0 = 0.) Hence Cl't = 1 is constant. Therefore the 
restriction of cp to IF is additive. 
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We now consider the subgroup {Pr : x 1-7 rx I r E IP'} ::::; Lt(IF). For each r E IP' 
there then exist ar, br, Cr, dr E IF, ardr - brcr =/:- 0, such that 
Evaluating both sides at x = oo and x = 0 gives us Cr = br = 0. Eva1uating at 
x = 1 yields c/>(r) = Tr"· Thus cp(rx) = ¢>(r)¢>(x) for all x E IF and r E IP'. According 
to [13, Lemma 2.5), ¢> is an automorphism of IF. (This is also true when IF has 
order nine, since we have the multiplicative rule for all positive elements.) Hence 
¢> = 'Ip E Aut(IF). Then ¢>Pr¢>-1 = P<!>(r) E PGL +(2, IF) for all r > 0. Therefore, 
cp(r) > 0 for all r > 0 and¢> is order-preserving. Hence¢>= 'ljJ E Aut+(JF). D 
Since o-Lt(IF) is a coset of Lt(IF) entirely contained in PGL-(2,IF) for a E 
PGL-(2, IF) one readily obtains 
4.3 Corollary. Let M(IF; l,g) be non-Miquelian and assume that IF i:, GF(9). 
Then the following holds: 
(1) (x,y) 1-7 (a(x),/3(y)) is an automorphism of M(IF;l,g) that preserves(+)-
and (-)-pa.rallel classes and fixes each of the two components of the circle 
set if and only if 
a E PGL(2, IF)¢ n 1-1 PGL(2, IF)'!jJ l 
/3 EPGL(2, IF)¢ n g-1 PGL(2, IF)'!jJg 
/3a-1 EPGL+(2, IF) 
for¢>, 'ljJ E Aut+(JF). 
(2) (x,y) 1-7 (a(x),/3(y)) is a.n automorphism of M(IF;l,g) that preserves(+)-
and (-)-parallel classes and exchanges the two components of the circle set 
if and only if 
a E 1-1 PGL(2, IF)¢ n PGL(2, IF)'!jJ l 
/3 E g-1 PGL(2, IF)¢ n PGL(2, IF)'!jJg 
/3a- 1 Eg-1 PGL-(2, IF)l 
for¢>, 'ljJ E Aut+(JF). 
(3) ( x, y) 1-7 ( a(y ), /3( x)) is an automorphism of M(IF; l, g) tha.t exchanges ( + )-
and (-)-parallel classes and lea.ves each component of the circle set inva.riant 
if a.nd only if 
a EPGL(2, IF)¢ n 1-1 PGL(2, IF)'!jJg 
/3 EPGL(2, IF)¢ n g-1 PGL(2, IF)'!jJ l 
/3a-1 EPGL+(2, IF) 
for¢>, 'ljJ E Aut+(JF). 
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(4) (x,y) 1--+ (a(y),f3(x)) is an automorphism of M(IF;f,g) that exchanges the 
two components of the circle set and also exchanges ( + )- and (-)-parallel 
classes if and only if 
a E f- 1 PGL(2, IF)¢ n PGL(2, IF)'ljJg 
/3 E g- 1 PGL(2, IF)¢ n PGL(2, IF)'ljJ f 
/Ja-1 Eg-1 PGL-(2, IF)f 
for¢, 'ljJ E Aut+(IF) 
4.4 Remark. 
(1) The automorphism group of the Miquelian Minkowski plane M(lF; id, id) 
over IF is the semi-direct product of PGL(2, JF) x PGL(2, IF) and the subgroup 
generated by Aut(JF) and the inversion (x,y) 1--+ (y,x); cf. Remark 3.8.(1). 
(2) The automorphism group of the non-Miquelian Minkowski plane of or-
der 9, i.e. the plane M( GF(9); ¢, id), cf. Remark 3.8.(3), is generat-
ed by PGL+(2,lF) x PGL+(2,IF) and the automorphisms (x,y) 1--+ (y,x), 
(x,y) 1--+ (qy(x),y) and (x,y) 1--+ (nx,ny) where n E lF, n < 0. Hence, every 
automorphism of M( GF(9); ¢, id) maps each component of the circle set to 
a component. Furthermore, the automorphism group of this plane has order 
29 . 34 . 52 = 1, 036, 800. 
(3) Over some fields IF one can achieve by choosing f and g suitably that 
M(IF; f, g) admits no automorphism except the identity; see [12, Theorem 
3.12] for IF= Ill. 
An involutory automorphism a of a Minkowski plane is called a circle-symmetry 
at a circle !{ or simply a symmetry at !{ if and only if a fixes precisely the points 
of !{. A circle-symmetry exchanges ( + )- and (-)-parallel classes; more precisely, a 
point p is mapped to the unique point that is (+)-parallel to !{ n !Pl- and (-)-parallel 
to !{ n !Pl+. In particular, a symmetry at a circle !{ is unique, if it exists. 
4.5 Corollary. A Minlwwski plane M(IF; f, g) admits a symmetry at a circle Ka 
if and only if 
- a E PGL+(2, IF) n g- 1 PrL+(2, IF)f or 
- a E g- 1 PGL-(2, IF)f n PrL-(2, lF) and a 2 E PGL+(2, IF). 
If -l < 0 with respect to the half-ordering of lF, then the latter condition is equiv-
alent to · 
- a E g-1 PGL-(2, IF)f n PGL-(2, IF). 
Proof. Suppose that M(IF;f,g) admits a symmetry at a circle Ka, that is, 
(x,y) 1--+ (a-1 (y),a(x)) 
is an automorphism of the Minkowski plane. If M(IF; f, g) is Miquelian, then f, g E 
PGL +(2, IF)¢ with ¢i E Aut+(IF). In this case PGL +(2, IF) n g-1 PI'L +(2, IF)f = 
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PGL +(2, IF) and g-1 PGL-(2, IF)f nPrL-(2, IF) = PGL-(2, IF). Indeed, a Miquelian 
plane admits a symmetry at every circle. 
In the non-Miquelian Minkowski plane of order nine, that is, the Minkows-
ki plane M(GF(9);</>,id) where <pis the Frobenius automorphism x f--t :r 3 of 
GF(9), cf. Remark 3.8.(3), PGL +(2, IF) n g-1 PrL +(2, IF).f = PGL +(2, IF) and 
g-1PGL-(2,IF).f n PrL-(2,IF) = PGL-(2,IF)</>. Hence every permutation in :F,t,,id 
occurs. Indeed, this plane admits a symmetry at every circle, cf. [3, Satz l]. 
We now assume that M(IF; .f, g) is non-Miquelian and that IF 't G F(9). Since 
a 2 is order-preserving, the circle-symmetry at Ku is an automorphism of the form 
4.3.(3). Hence we must have that a 2 E PGL +(2, IF) and that a E PI'L(2, IF) n 
g-1 PI'L(2, IF)f. Furthermore, a E PGL +(2, IF) U g-1 PGL-(2, IF)f. If a is order-
preserving, we obtain the first condition; if a is order-reversing, we obtain the 
second condition. Conversely, it readily follows from Corollary 4.3 that each of 
the two conditions implies that (x,y) f--t (a- 1 (y),a(x)) is an automorphism of 
M(IF; f,g). 
Finally, let -1 < 0 and let a = 1r<p with 1r E PGL-(2, IF) and <p E Aut+(IF) 
(so that a E PrL-(2, IF). Then a 2 = 1r<p1r<p = 1rir</>2 E PGL +(2, IF) for some 
if E PGL-(2,IF). Hence </> 2 =id.But now x-</>(x) = </> 2(x)-</>(x) = </>(</>(x)-x) = 
-</>( x - </>( x)) for all x E IF. Since <p is order-preserving and because -1 < 0 this 
implies that x -</>(x) = 0, that is, <p =id.This shows that a E PGL-(2,IF). 0 
4.6 Remark. A symmetric Minkowski plane ( or a Minkowski plane satisfying the 
symmetry axiom) is a Minkowski plane that admits a symmetry at each circle and 
such that the composition of circle-symmetries at three circles passing through two 
nonparallel points is again a circle-symmetry, see [4] for a different definition of 
symmetric Minkowski plane. It is well-known that a symmetric Minkowski plane is 
Miquelian, cf. [1], [2], [3, Satz 2] or [8]. Minkowski planes admitting a symmetry 
at each circle were studied in [3]. The finite planes are precisely those that can 
be represented over a Tits near-field, cf. [9, Theorem BJ. These planes can also be 
characterized as those Minkowski planes for which- the collection of circle describing 
permutations is a group. In our family of Minkowski planes the finite examples of 
these planes are, up to isomorphism, precisely the planes M( GF(p2n ), x f--t xPn, id). 
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